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INTRODUCTION
Forewarning

These true stories about sex and drugs chronicle some guys’ lust for 
sex and certain girls’ love of drugs. So these are modern love stories.

Lovers Lane
At first, I did not go looking them. They came to me, almost knocking 
on my door. In fact, Heather did appear unannounced at my doorstep 
once, Renee twice, and Darlene three times. For 26 years, I lived in an 
old farmhouse set back deep in the woods. Its long driveway led to a 
sharp bend and then meandered more before delivering visitors to my 
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front door. The tree-lined driveway was not visible from the spooky old 
house, nor the house from the winding driveway.

For years, amorous couples had been briefly parking their cars upon 
that secluded and potholed road. After consummating their nocturnal 
activities, they tossed out of their car windows emptied beer cans and 
filled condoms. Litter removal from Illicit Lovers’ Lane was delegated 
to me. While picking up their trash, I romanticized someday discovering 
in my driveway a car upon whose backseat was stirring an entwined pair 
of enraptured youths.

Then one night, I did find one such car with two such occupants. 
But the driver I glimpsed through the windshield was no high school 
varsity athlete and his passenger no rosy-cheeked cheerleader. He was 
old and decrepit, and she was young and decrepit. He was a john, and 
she was a streetwalker. 

Despite its remote wooded setting in the Connecticut College 
Arboretum, the house was just three miles from downtown New London. 
The historic city, which two centuries ago flourished as a whaling 
port, now serves as a street fair for street girls on street drugs. Much 
testosterone-fueled sperm spills onto New London’s streets, where the 
honor of dispensing condoms is entrusted to the sex workers.

After ten years of collecting the sex workers’  trash, I began collecting 
their stories. Perhaps hooked on the idea of hookers, I expanded my field 
research to two other neighboring cities and the two nearby casinos. 
To Foxwoods Casino, the nation’s largest. To Mohegan Sun, among 
the nation’s poshest. To Norwich, hometown to Wally Lamb, whose 
ambitious novels mythologized the city. And to Willimantic, whose 
rightful nickname for decades has been “heroin town.”

I bore witness to the girls’ troubled and addicted lives. Initially 
unaccustomed to its pungent brew, I sipped sparingly from the bitter cup 
of street life. Yet eventually I did acquire a taste for its intoxicating tonic 
and I persevered on my odd odyssey for an entire decade. Any longer 
and, assuming I was not from the outset already afflicted, I risked the 
girls’ own despair and dissipation spreading to me.

The Misfortune 500
During those years, I recorded interviews with 122 streetwalker and 
internet escorts, photographed 144, and met over 200 more. I could have 

met 500 more. While others of their clan are woven into their stories, 
here a spotlight is shined upon 22 lives. One chapter, one life and, often, 
one death. As narrator and editor, I wrote their profiles, transcribed my 
recorded interviews, and edited their jailhouse journals. For brevity, I 
deleted passages and phrases, especially the repetitive colloquialisms of 
casual conversation, the wastes of oxygen that would further waste ink. 
“Like, you know, umm, you know what I’m saying?” And I shuffled 
phrases and passages to create coherency and chronology. But I kept my 
paws to myself and resisted the ineffable urge to rewrite. Those words 
are theirs, not mine.

Reprieved from their usual carnal commerce, the girls willingly 
told their tragic tales. Weary of telling their stories to the judge, they 
hoped to tell them to the world. As a straight-laced puritan, I never once 
was tempted into partaking of their drugs. As a straight male, only twice 
was I seduced into colluding in their sex crimes. Paralyzed below the 
waist, I was effectively a eunuch shut out from enjoying the pleasures of 
the harem. So instead of their customer, I became their confidant.

While the girls’ common attributes were addiction and prostitution, 
their stories bestowed soulful human faces upon society’s lowest 
outcasts. Some girls endured sharing their unsung sorrows for only 
ten minutes before being overcome with sadness and ending our 
conversation. Muttered Sandy, high nonstop on crack for four sleepless 
days, “I’m done talking, because it’s starting to break my heart.”

Twice it was I who aborted the interview when I unwisely invoked 
just five words. “Tell me about your children.” The first responded with 
dead silence, the second answered with deathlike wailing. I learned not 
to ask that again, but even without my pointed question some still cried 
out their anguish. And when I asked, “What’s a beautiful woman like 
you doing on the streets of New London?” one deeply wounded woman 
never spoke a word but instead poured out a cascade of tears.

Call them the Streetwalking Wounded. None were unwilling victims 
of sex traffickers. Sex on small-city streets does not make enough 
money for parasitic males to leech from. Except for some internet 
escorts, all the girls were independent entrepreneurs, solo sex workers 
who sold themselves all by themselves. Most patrolled the underworld 
of the streets, many also cruised the hinterland of the internet, and some 
milked the cash cows of the casinos.
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All were small-town girls with big-time habits who attended the same 
local schools as the cops who occasionally arrested them. Somewhere 
between schoolhouse and jailhouse, these girls met misfortune. So they 
sought to anesthetize themselves from sorrow through crack, coke, 
dope, opioids, and booze, all fleeting fixes that made their lives still 
more miserable. Addiction was not their choice but their destiny.

Upon hitting their personal skid rows that residents called Main 
Street, the chronic addicts usually came with five-year expiration dates 
stamped on their rumps. They had much to hide, but with few years left 
to live they had less reason to hide it. Knowing their numbed days were 
numbered, they held back their tears and recounted their life stories as 
though dictating their last testaments. My recorder became their black 
boxes recovered from the crash sites of their fragile lives and their 
presumptive deaths. The stories they recounted may not always have 
agreed with the facts, but they still expressed some truths. Their stories 
are an oral history of a moral mystery.

These are stories about chemically crippled women whose lives 
were ruined by drug addiction and further doomed by drug prohibition. 
Theirs are stories not of professional prostitutes but of unquenchable 
addicts. Many die young from AIDS, hep C, OD, or murder. Of several 
who fatally overdosed, one was a 17-year-old internet escort. Three 
were murdered by johns. Another became an accessory to two murders. 
Another committed vehicular manslaughter. Another, after her prison 
break, was hunted in two states. Another robbed six banks in three states 
in six consecutive days. When my photos of the serial bank bandit and 
all three strangled streetwalkers were published in newspapers and 
broadcast on network TV, interviewer became interviewee. But these 
stories are theirs, not mine.

So read their tales of withdrawals when they could not find enough 
drug, of betrayals during their searches, and of overdoses when they 
found too much. Modesty calls upon us not to underestimate their 
feelings nor to trivialize their lives. They cry. We can only lament their 
tragedies. They die. We can only deliver their eulogies. 

These pages narrate their unlucky lives, and some memorialize 
their untimely deaths. Because if the street drugs do not kill them, the 
streets do. 

Part One
The UNDERWORLD
01 – MARIE A Shadowy Figure Afoot Flashes “The Look”     17

Asked to tell you the story of her life, Marie related her woes 
as a crack addict and a sex worker, and then she thanked you 
for caring. You ask, “What makes you think I care?” Marie 
answers. 

02 – LINDA Mr Crack Introduces Ms Jane to Mr John     23  
Linda could have been crowned Miss Connecticut. But in-

stead she clinched the title Miss Cocaine. Quote: “Streetwalk-
ing was easy to do because it wasn’t like having sex. It was 
more like cleaning toilets.”

INTRODUCTION  Forewarning
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Maggie, Inmate Number 265762, at age 26 
(sitting in for Marie)

01 - MARIE 
A Shadowy Figure Afoot Flashes “The Look”

Being the addict, being the prostitute, 
I will not stop being who I am as an individual.

Why would anyone want to pick up a streetwalker just to talk to her? 
If you are female, you must be burning the midnight oil in pursuit of your 
PhD in urban sociology. If male, you might be feeling lonely, especially 
during the desolate, dark hours past midnight. Or, regardless whether gal 
or guy, maybe after hearing about the misery of a streetwalker’s life you 
want to feel less disconsolate about your own. Like when you visited 
your 95-year-old grandma who was wheezing through a ventilator and 

Alyssa, at age 35, displaying a police 
poster of  Renee (Chapter 14)
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was bedbound in hospice care, and you walked away thankful just to be 
alive and breathing.

Grandmother, streetwalker, tightrope walker. All totter along 
a precipice, one step short of the abyss. If living on the edge thrills 
you, you must enjoy looking for trouble. And looking at troubles. Her 
troubles and her sorrows. So go looking for a streetwalker. 

Nocturnal Wildlife
A good place to start to look is where the drugs are. If you happen not 
to know where to find your local crack house or shooting gallery, check 
the police log of the local newspaper and note the street addresses of 
the accused. Thugs commit most petty crimes in their own backyards. 
Where there is crime, there are drugs. And where there are drugs, there 
are addicts. And where there are drug addicts, there are sex workers.

A good time to go looking is right after day fades into night, when 
pedestrians can begin to creep under the cloak of darkness. Another 
good time is at half past midnight, when bartenders pour their last 
drinks, when bartended empty their last glasses, when last-call johns 
hit the road in search of on-call janes, and when the only lone women 
on the streets are janes on the stroll. Dark outside. And darkness inside. 
Much like tonight.

The summer days are long and nights are short. The summer night 
is warm and windless. Distant dogs bark. Feral cats skulk. Odors of 
curbside trash and foraging skunks hang in the urban air. Possums, which 
some city folks mistake for giant mutant rats, saunter in the gutter. Rats 
share the gutter, too, but they creep unnoticed. Barely lit by the crooked 
sliver of a crescent moon, the sky is shrouded in ubiquitous blackness. 
Tonight the prospect of sunrise is dimmed if not forgotten.

On the pavement, the sharp beams from headlights merge with 
the thin halos from streetlights. On the sidewalks, the streetlamps cast 
more shadow than light. Possums and skunks and rats are not the only 
nocturnal wildlife prowling the streets along murky paths. You spot 
amid the lamplit gloom the silhouette of a shadowy human figure afoot. 
But is this pedestrian male or female?

Males are always on the prowl, females always on their guard. 
Males walk with long strides, females with short. Males stomp on the 
edges of their heels, females lift from the tips of their toes. Males lumber 

with legs and feet set wide apart, females step with limber thighs held 
tightly together. Males swing at their broad shoulders, females pivot 
at their broad hips. Males bop and bounce, ready to pounce. Females 
glide with grace, as though to dance. Males walk like they wanna come, 
females like they gotta go. So coming or going? 

Judging by her gait, you deduce she is female. A lone female. Very 
alone and very female. Even with no one near to compare for scale, 
clearly this female is tall, slender, and statuesque. So you slow down. 
As your car edges closer, you notice her lit cig held in one hand while 
the other relaxed hand swings freely. From her shoulder hangs a tiny 
purse just large enough to contain, perhaps, some random condoms. 
No cellphone is glued to her ear nor are her eyes glued to its screen. 
Undistracted by touchscreen or earbuds, she keeps her chin up and her 
eyes on the road. Her elbow-length frizzy hair is bunched and tucked in 
front of her right shoulder, exposing to passing motorists the femininity 
of her facial features as she walks in the direction of the traffic on her side 
of the street. All of these are good signs that she is open to suggestions.

You take note that her skin tone is black, which the night makes 
darker. Edging closer still, you notice her forehead looks odd, slightly 
askew, but not unsightly. Some of her facial features do not quite fit. Nor 
does she quite fit in on the street. The street is perilous and packed with 
roving wolves, all male. She is an antlerless doe whose sole defense is 
retreat. Yet she does not flee.

At nearly 1:00 a.m., a solitary woman should be heading home, 
her footsteps filled with purpose. Instead this one walks lazily, almost 
aimlessly. Or is she just wandering while waiting for a cab? Or while 
anticipating your ride? 

The whites of her eyes framed by her ebony skin command your 
attention. She looks at you not cautiously, but seductively. Straight 
into your windshield, she flashes you The Look. You can sometimes 
recognize a streetwalker by her looks. You can always recognize her 
by her look. The Look. By how she looks at lone male motorists. Your 
sleepy eyes and her sad ones lock. If she were an unrented billboard, 
her signage would announce, “available.” Available for what? For 
temporary occupancy on your empty front passenger seat. So to signal 
that you wish to interview her to fill that vacancy, you pull over, stop, 
but keep the engine running.
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Impromptu Interview
You brace your shaky foot on the brake pedal and lower the passenger-
side window. She approaches, peers through the window frame, looks 
you over. You ask, “Would you like a ride?” She does not answer. 
Rather, she tosses her cigarette, grabs the door handle, opens the door 
wide, peers into the rear seat to check for danger. No one there. So she 
stoops and enters, sits, and gently shuts the door. Except for the click 
of the latch as the car door closes, she does all this soundlessly. You 
quickly lift the lever to roll the window back up. In this neighborhood, 
no telling what might come flying through an open window. Or come 
walking through an open door.

The tobacco-smoke fragrance of her clothes comingles with the 
stale summer air. You both eye each other like birds of prey. Ensconced 
on the passenger seat, she leans back against the door and rests her head 
against the window. Presses against it, actually. Scrutinizing you, she 
maintains the scant distance afforded by the compact space of your car. 
Demure, she waits for you to break the icy silence, ice beneath which 
may simmer your repressed lust for her or may fester her suppressed 
fear of you. Johns before you have assaulted and robbed and raped her.

Your jittery foot shifts from brake to gas pedal. You drive off, gain 
speed, but cautiously avoid exceeding the speed limit. In a 25 mph zone, 
you slither and slink at 24. You fear the cops who yet may intercept you. 
You are nervous but not embarrassed. You have no intention of engaging 
in anything either sexual or illegal. She may live outside the law. You 
live only outside the box. You are interested not in her body but in her 
story. You exchange first names. Hers, probably only her street name, 
is Marie. You think, Mary, not like the Virgin Mary, more like Mary 
Magdalene. “Marie,” you say, “please tell me the story of your life.”

As though by signal, she relaxes. She lets down her guard and lets 
fall her wall. And she replies with no hesitation nor digression nor any 
fluffy figures of speech. No “like’s,” no “um’s,” no “you know’s.” (Like, 
um, you know what I’m saying?) She enunciates clearly, injects details, 
backtracks only for accuracy, speaks nonstop for 20 minutes, without 
intermission or indecision. She tells you the story of her life as though 
she were waiting all day long to tell it. Or waiting all her life long.

Unfortunately for her, hers is a story rife with a plague of predictors 
common to most other addicts’ and outcasts’ pasts. Her broken home, 

her single mom, her childhood poverty. Her depraved stepfather who 
abused her. Her running away from home, her school truancy, her teenage 
pregnancy. Her husband, a sailor who often was absent at sea, who went 
AWOL on her. Her succumbing to alcohol and drugs, her “using crack 
to cover up the pain,” her drug counselor calling her a “hard case,” her 
addictions dooming her to ostracism and disgrace. And to support her 
habits, her resorting to internet escorting, “Prostituting, tricking, call 
it what you want,” her near rock bottom. And, “Even though I said to 
myself, I would never walk the streets,” her sinking to streetwalking, 
her final fall from grace. Of which, “I don’t like the life that I’m living.” 

Marie concludes chronicling the trajectory of her tragedy with 
tonight’s events that led her to enter your car, and she thanks you for 
caring. You ask, “What makes you think I care?”

MARIE speaks:
Because you told me how you want to know who I am. That lets me know 
that you care. And I am so glad, I really, really, am so glad, that you picked 
me up tonight, and that you wanted to know my story. Just knowing that 
someone wants to know, that makes me feel good.

Most people don’t understand the power of the drug and don’t know 
how hard it is to break the habit. All they do is see you out on the street 
and judge. They’ll see you and say, “Oh, look at that crack addict.” They 
don’t say, “Are you doing okay?” or something to let the addict know, to 
let me know, that they care. Nobody really cares.

WE are human beings. WE are people. WE have feelings. WE have 
families. WE want to stop using drugs. And when we try to stop, it’s like a 
rope, and it’s pulling you, and you’re trying to fight it, and you can’t fight 
it by yourself. You need, I need, people that care. Even the people in the 
drug programs don’t care. They don’t take the time to pull the car over. 
“Marie, why don’t you come to a NA meeting with me?” When I walk 
down the street, I might be a crack addict, and I might be a prostitute, but 
I speak to people. I ask how they’re doing. And I’m the one who has the 
problem. People don’t care no more. That is the problem.

That’s why, being the addict, being the prostitute, I will not stop being 
who I am as an individual. I will always speak to people. I will always do 
whatever I can do to help them if I have it to give. If all I have is boots, 
and they need something for their feet, I know I have a pair of slippers 
at home, so I will give them my boots. Even though I’m an addict and a 
prostitute, I care.
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The police ride by and look at me, and I speak to them, and they 
speak to me. The ones that don’t speak don’t care. They just want to bust 
me, and put me into jail. I come out and keep doing it again, and they bust 
me again.

Tonight I was walking. Two policemen were in street clothes, and 
they stopped, and one of them said, “So, what are you doing tonight?” I 
said, “Well, I’m going to try to behave myself.” He said, “I doubt that.” I 
said, “I’m going to try. If I try, I’m doing okay.” And the other one said, 
“You’re right.”

I hate being the way that I am, but I have no control over it. When I 
go home and say I’m going to stay in for the night, I maybe do it for one 
night. But the next day, how can I get some money? How can I do this? 
How can I do that? I go out, and get a job, and I get my first paycheck and 
take the money to get more drugs and not go back to work anymore.

And that’s not right. But I have no control over it. I want to stop so 
bad. I know it’s solely up to me. Solely. I try. 

And I’m glad I told you this, every word of it.

  

 
Julie (sitting in for Linda) at age 21

02 - LINDA 
 Mr Crack Introduces Ms Jane to Mr John

Streetwalking ... was easy to do because it wasn’t 
like having sex. It was more like cleaning toilets.

In America, contrary to depictions in popular culture, a crack binger 
typically is young and white. That would be Linda. Very young and very 
white and very female. Her mom was a former contestant in the Miss 
America beauty pageant. Had she competed, Linda could have been 
crowned Miss Connecticut. But instead, she sought handcuffs rather 


